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By Sotos, Peter

Creation Books, London, 2000. Paperback. Book Condition: New. First Edition. Dangerous, fresh and
insightful book in the age when we are literally drowning in the sea of so-called "subversive"
literature. Just when you thought that Dennis Cooper is the one and only contemporary writer
exploring the legacy of dark and shining sickening beauty (de Sade, Jean Genet), Peter Sotos (also
known for his proto-industrial band Whitehouse) is here to prove you wrong with his trance-
inducing set of books devoted to deviation and filth. The puzzle that Sotos is playing with consists of
the media-hype surrounding sexuality and the hidden deviant thoughts of an individual, but Sotos
is far from being a suggestive narrator and is simply acting as your guide through the depths of
human humiliation leaving all the morals and conclusions up to you. Cold, rude, distanced and
emotionally unattached, "Tick" is not meant to make you smile. Written in unique "documentary
prose" style, it will grab you by the ears and won't let you relax. This is a book you would definitely
never want to buy for any of your friends, but on the other hand, you will enjoy staying awake late
at night reading it and feeling...
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Absolutely essential study book. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this ebook to understand.
-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer-- Dr . Ler a  Spencer

Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca r ol Lehner  II--  Ca r ol Lehner  II
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